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For The Fight Beyond Blood
COVID-19 continues to ravage the world and the pace of vaccinations has stagnated. Non-vaccine innovations will be a critical tool to fight COVID-19 in the years ahead.
Why The World Still Needs Innovative COVID-19 Solutions Beyond Vaccines
How to ask for a pay rise can feel like an awkward thing to navigate. Talking about money is not something many people are usually accustomed to, but when it comes to your career, having conversations ...
This is how to ask for a pay rise, according to the experts
An Army veterinary team from RAF Feltwell played a critical role in saving the life of an Air Force military working dog recently.
RAF Feltwell VTF provides lifesaving emergency care for military working dog
Derek Chauvin may have been found guilty of murder, but the people of Minneapolis say true justice is much bigger than one court decision ...
‘The world is watching’: The fight for Minneapolis police reform after Derek Chauvin’s murder conviction
Gift of Life Michigan had 372 organ donors and 1,048 organ transplants in 2020, saving lives one heart or kidney at a time.
A tale of two kidneys, a heart, and the Gift of Life: Transplants in a pandemic and beyond
But, this bad news went beyond just a much anticipated ... like little bits of blood. I was lucky enough to have Geordie my fight dietician, he’s my nutritionist and he knew a little about ...
Alexander Volkanovski details his COVID-19 experience: ‘The blood just got worse and worse’
Unable to bear the taunts, and faced with a do or die situation, Duryodhan comes out to fight bhim ... Sapped of strength and with blood oozing out of his thigh, Duryodhan desires revenge and ...
The lesser known Mahabharata: How Gandhari’s curse decimated Krishna’s clan
On the first three episodes of The Handmaid's Tale Season 4, June and the handmaids go on the run, but their freedom doesn't last long. Read our review for more!
The Handmaid's Tale Season 4 Premiere Review: Bad Day, Bad Week, Bad Year
“If your blood sugar is imbalanced then your body is ... according to sex counsellor Barbara Bloomfield. “In your 50s and beyond a relationship can be more about emotional rather than physical ...
The science of what actually happens to your libido in midlife – and beyond
The Italian organization AIL (Associazione Italiana contro le Leucemie, linfomi e mieloma Onlus), which works in the fight against blood cancers, held a patient webinar on March 29 with more than ...
The International Myeloma Foundation (IMF) Sparks a Season for Change with the Most Impactful Myeloma Action Month Ever
Ultimately, this is a fight between a giant reptile and a giant ... to acknowledge that both Kong and Godzilla are definitely far beyond the realms of biological possibility.
Yes, Godzilla could take Kong in a fight — we have science to prove it
AstraZeneca’s vaccine was, on average, about 76% effective in preventing COVID-19. J&J’s single shot vaccine was about 66% effective in preventing COVID-19. Initially there were concerns about ...
Which Vaccine Maker Will Win the Fight Against COVID-19?
Conroy found that the Mayo researcher, David Ahlquist, had ambitions that went far beyond colon cancer ... kinds of cancers using a simple draw of blood—what’s known as a liquid biopsy.
Barron's
Dr Amir detailed the symptoms of a blood clot (Picture: ITV) ‘So if you get any of those symptoms beyond four days of ... important in helping us in the fight against Covid-19 and we need ...
Dr Amir Khan details signs of a blood clot as he dispels fears over Oxford AstraZeneca vaccine
The Patent is intended to protect extended use of Veyonda beyond ... the fight against septic shock, following compelling COVID-19 pre-clinical data. Septic shock is the critical drop in blood ...
Noxopharm files patent for Veyonda® as treatment for septic shock
EMA concludes blood clotting should be listed as ‘very ... more work is needed to establish beyond all doubt that the vaccine has caused these side effects. The European Medicines Agency ...
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